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We study simple compact matrix quantum groups in the context of groupoid
C*-algebras and obtain explicit descriptions of the structure of the C*-algebra of
quantum SU(n) and a concrete formula for its Haar functional.  1997 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of quantum groups has gained a lot of attention in recent
years and has been studied by many people from different viewpoints
[Dr, K, Le-So, R-T-F, So1, So-V, Wo2]. Among these, the C*-algebraic
approach to quantum groups was introduced by Woronowicz [Wo1, Wo2,
Wo3], who gave a very extensive study of compact matrix quantum groups
besides other cases. Recently Soibelman’s remarkable work [So1] (c.f. also
[Le-So, V-So2] for related results) classified irreducible *-representations
of the function algebras of standard compact matrix quantum groups by
relating them to the important geometric structure of symplectic leaves
[We], which has some interesting connection with Rieffel’s C*-algebraic
deformation quantization [J-St, Ri1, Ri2, Sh1, Sh4]. However, a detailed
structure theorem of such C*-algebras and a simple explicit formula for the
associated Haar functional [Wo2] are still missing as far as we know. In
this paper, we take a groupoid approach to study the algebra structure
with much help from Soibelman’s work [So1, V-So2]. In particular, we
give explicit descriptions of the structure of the C*-algebra of quantum
SU(n)q and a concrete formula for its Haar functional. First we embed
C(SU(n)q) into some well-known concrete groupoid C*-algebra, and
derive several composition sequences to describe its algebra structure.
These composition sequenses can be interpreted as quantization of some
well known geometric decompositions of SU(n). Then we show how the
article no. FU962999
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Haar functional on C(SU(n)q) can be realized as the restriction of a con-
crete vector state of the environment groupoid C*-algebra. It is not hard
to check that this vector state is faithful, and hence so is the Haar func-
tional, which was proved in a different way by Nagy [N]. We also get a
structure theorem for the C*-algebra of quantum odd-dimensional spheres,
which is more natural than the one obtained by Soibelman and Vaksman
[V-So2], and gives a different way to calculate the K-groups of these
algebras.
2. SIMPLE COMPACT MATRIX QUANTUM GROUPS
In this section, we recall Soibelman’s classification of irreducible *-repre-
sentations of the C*-algebras of simple compact matrix quantum groups
[So1].
Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of a simple complex Lie group
G, and let k and g be their Lie algebras. Take a suitable Cartan-Weyl basis
[X:]: # 2 _ [Hi]ri=1 for the root system of g which determines a Cartan
involution with k as its real form. Let h be the real Cartan subalgebra
spanned by Hi ’s. It is known [So2] (cf. also [B-Dr]) that all multiplicative
Poisson structures [Dr, Lu-We, We] on G are classified by elements of the
form ar+v with a # R, v # h 7 h, and
r=(i2) :
: # 2+
(X&:X:&X:X&:) # g 7 g.
For each fixed multiplicative Poisson structure on G, one can construct a
corresponding family of quantum groups Kq , q>1, or more precisely their
regular function algebras C(Kq) and the completed C*-algebras C(Kq)
[So1]. Here in this paper, we only work on Kq arising from the standard
multiplicative Poisson structure with v=0 and a normalized to 1 since
Soibelman has a complete classification for such cases. Note that Rieffel
[Ri2], Levendorskii and Soibelman [Le-So] have obtained some inter-
esting results about deformation quantization [Ri1] for the opposite cases
with a=0 and v{0.
Recall that C(SU(2)q) is generated by uij , 1i, j2, with a special
representation ?0 defined by
?0(u)=\:#
&q&1#
:* + ,
where : and # are operators on l 2(Z) defined by :(ej)=(1&q&2j)12 ej&1
and #(ej)=q&jej for j0, and Z is the set of nonnegative integers. Here
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and later in similar situations, by ?0(u) we mean ?0 applied to each entry
of u. In fact, the T-family of *-representations ?t defined by
?t(u)=\ :t#
&q&1t #
:* + ,
t # T the unit circle, gives a faithful *-representation of C(SU(2)q)
[V-So1].
Let :i , 1ir, be the simple roots. Then each :i determines a canonical
embedding of SU(2) into K which induces a Hopf C*-algebra epimorphism
,i : C(Kq)  C(SU(2)q). Recall that the Weyl group of K is generated
by reflections si associated with the roots :i . Soibelman found that one-
dimensional irreducible *-representations {t of C(Kq) are parametrized
by elements t # T r and all irreducible *-representations are given by
({t ?i1 ?i2  } } } ?im) 2
m, where ?i=?0 b ,i , si1 si2 } } } sim is a reduced
expression in the Weyl group [St], 2 is the comultiplication on C(Kq), and
2m is defined inductively by 2m=(id2m&1) 2. It is shown [So1] (cf.
also [K] for K=U(n)) that C(Kq) is a type I C*-algebra [Pe].
Inspired by the successful use of groupoid C*-algebras [Re] in analyzing
the structure of concrete C*-algebras by Curto, Muhly and Renault
[Cu-M, M-Re], we found that C(Kq) can be studied effectively as sub-
algebras of some well known groupoid C*-algebras. This idea was first
carried out in an ad hoc way for SU(3) in [Sh2] and now we have a
systematic approach to the general cases. In fact, by known results about
Coxeter systems [H], there is a unique maximal element, say, with a
reduced expression si1 si2 } } } siN , in the Weyl group with respect to the
Bruhat ordering, and so all the irreducible *-representations factor through
the T r-family ({t ?i1 ?i2 } } } ?iN) 2
N of *-representations. Thus
C(Kq) can be faithfully embedded into C(T r)B(l 2(Z N)) through
({?i1 ?i2  } } } ?iN) 2
N. This is closely related to the idea and the
problem, mentioned in Section 5.5 of [So1], of describing C(Kq) as a sub-
algebra of the algebra of continuous operator-valued functions on the torus
T r. Observe that : and # can be viewed as elements of the famous
Toeplitz groupoid C*-algebra [Re] C*(G0) where G0=Z_Z |Z  is the
transformation groupoid Z_Z restricted to the positive cone Z  with
Z acting on Z =Z _ [+] by translation (fixing +), e.g., :=
j1 (1&q&2j)12 $(&1, j) . So ({?i1 ?i2  } } } ?iN) 2
N actually embeds
C(Kq) into
C*(Zr_Z N_Z N |Z N)C(T
r)B(l 2(Z N)),
where Zr acts trivially and ZN acts by translation on Z N. It is worth point-
ing out that C(SU(2)q)&C*(G0) where G0 is the subgroupoid [(n, m, k):
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if k=, then n=m] of Z_(Z_Z |Z ), and that the C*-algebra of quan-
tum sphere in [Po] can also be easily realized as a groupoid C*-algebra,
e.g., the nondegenerate C(S 2qc)&C*(G
1) where G1 is the subgroupoid
[(k, k, n, m): n= or m=] of Z 2_Z 2 |Z 2 and c>0 [Sh1].
In the following, the above general program is carried out in detail for
the case of K=SU(n).
3. QUANTUM SU(n)
From now on, we take G=SL(n+1, C) and K=SU(n+1), n1. For
this pair, the maximal element in the Weyl group with respect to the
Bruhat ordering is given by the reduced expression
s1s2 s1s3 s2s1 } } } snsn&1 } } } s2s1 .
Let
G=Zn+N_Z N | Z N
be the canonical transformation groupoid Zn+N_Z N restricted to the
positive cone Z N where N=n(n+1)2, Z =[0, 1, 2, ...] _ [+], and
the first n components of Zn+N act on Z N trivially while the last N com-
ponents act by translation (fixing +). A groupoid element of the form
(z, v, w) # Zn_Z N_Z N is viewed as with starting point w and ending point
v+w. It is well known that C*(G) is represented faithfully on l 2(Zn)
l 2(Z N) (or on L
2(T n)l 2(Z N)), with the characteristic function $(z, v, w)
represented by *z*v$w , where * stands for the translation action and $w
acts by multiplication (or represented by $ z*v$w). Following the general
procedure discussed in Section 2, we can realize C(SU(n+1)q), q>1, as a
C*-subalgebra of the groupoid C*-algebra
C*(G)&C*(Zn)C(ZN_Z N | Z N)&C(T
n)C(Z N_Z N |Z N).
Here and later we freely identify C*(Zk) with C(T k) in the canonical way
using Fourier transform without further comment.
Recall that C(SU(n+1)q) is generated by uij , 1i, jn+1, and all
irreducible 1-dimensional *-representations of C(SU(n+1)q) are {t defined
by {t(uij)=$ij tj for t # T n regarded as the element (t1 , ..., tn , tn+1=
t&11 t
&1
2 } } } t
&1
n ) of T
n+1. Let ?I=(?i1 ?i2  } } } ?im) 2
m&1 and sI=
si1 si2 } } } sim for each finite sequence I=(i1 , i2 , ..., im) and let {n+1 be the *-
representation on l 2(Zn) corresponding to [{t]t # Tn under Fourier trans-
form, i.e., {n+1(uij)=$ij$ei if in and {n+1(uij)=$ij$&e1&e2 } } } &en if
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i=n+1, where [ei] is the standard basis of Zn. We also set ?=(uij)=$ij } 1
where 1 is the identity operator on l 2(Z).
Each ordered subset J=[ j1 , j2 , ..., jm] of [1, 2, ..., N] determines
uniquely a finite sequence @(J )=(@( j1), @( j2), ..., @( jm)), where the function
@ : [1, 2, ..., N]  [1, 2, ..., n] is defined by
(@(1), ..., @(N))=(1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, ..., n, n&1, ..., 2, 1).
We call J admissible when @(J ) is the concatenation I1I2 } } } In of sequences
Ii which are either empty or equal to (i, i&1, ..., i&ki) for some 0ki<i.
Note that s@(J )=s@( j1) s@( j2) } } } s@( jm) with J admissible gives a complete set of
inequivalent reduced expressions in the Weyl group and hence ({t?@(J )) 2
with J admissible gives a complete set of inequivalent irreducible *-
representations of C(SU(n+1)q). By abuse of language, we also denote by
?J the representation (?i1 ?i2  } } } ?iN) 2
N&1 where ik=@(k) if k # J
and ik== if k  J. We define Jk=[1, 2, ..., k(k+1)2] and hence @(Jk)=
(1, 2, 1, ..., k, k&1, ..., 1). By the general discussion in the previous section,
{n+1?Jn gives an embedding of C(SU(n+1)q) into C*(G), and we shall
always view C(SU(n+1)q) as a C*-subalgebra of C*(G).
For the convenience of discussion, we need to consider a closely related
C*-subalgebra C(U(n+1)q) of C*(G ), where
G =Zn+1+N_Z N | Z N
is analogous to G but with the first n+1 components of Zn+1+N acting on
Z N trivially.
For any subset J of Jn , we denote by XJ/Z N the closed subset consist-
ing of elements whose components not labeled by elements of J are +,
we take XJ0=[v # XJ : vj< for all j # J ], and set G | J=G |XJ . On the
other hand, we take
G J=Z n+1_Z J_Z J |Z J ,
where Z J stands for the integral lattice Z |J | whose components are labeled
by elements of J. Clearly there is a natural groupoid isomorphism identi-
fying G |J&Z Jn"J_G J and we often make this identification implicitly. We
can define and relate G |J and G
J in a similar way. We also set
G J=Z J_Z J |Z J
and
G J0 =Z
J_Z J |Z J .
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We define C(U(n+1)q) as the C*-subalgebra of C*(G ) generated by
elements (_n+1?Jn)(2uij), 1i, jn+1, embedded in Cc(G ) where _n+1
is a linear map satisfying
_n+1(uik)=$ik $ek=Cc(Z
n+1),
which is represented on L2(T n+1) by $iktk where 1i, kn+1 and tk is
the k th coordinate function on T n+1. Let
‘ : C*(G )&C*(Zn+1)C*(G Jn)  C*(G)&C*(Zn)C*(G Jn)
be the quotient map induced by the restriction map on C(T n+1)&
C*(Zn+1) fixing tk with 1kn and sending tn+1 # C(T n+1) to
t&11 t
&1
2 } } } t
&1
n # C(T
n) (or equivalently sending $en+1 # C*(Z
n+1) to
$&e1&e2& } } } &en # C*(Z
n)). By abuse of language, we also use ‘ to denote
the homomorphism sending (z, v, w) # G Zn+1_ZN_Z N to (z$, v, w) # G,
where z$=(z1&zn+1 , z2&zn+1 , ..., zn&zn+1). Clearly ‘ b (_n+1?Jn)=
{n+1?Jn and ‘ sends C(U(n+1)q) onto C(SU(n+1)q).
Since XJ is an invariant closed subset of the unit space Z N of G with
invariant complement, there is a quotient map \XJ : C*(G )  C*(G |XJ)
induced by restriction. We also use the informal notation a |XJ to denote the
image of a under such a restriction quotient map in many similar situations.
We define C(U(n+1) Jq ) as the C*-subalgebra of C*(G |XJ) generated
by (_n+1?J)(2uij) | XJ , 1i, jn+1, and set C(SU(n+1)
J
q)=
‘(C(U(n+1) Jq ))C*(G |XJ). Clearly
(_n+1?J)(2uij) |XJ=1
Jn" J (_n+1?@(J ))(2uij)
and hence
C(U(n+1) Jq )=1
Jn"JC(U(n+1) @(J )q )&C(U(n+1) @(J )q ),
where C(U(n+1) @(J )q ) is the C*-subalgebra of C*(G
J) generated by
(_n+1?@(J))(2uij). Similar notations and relations apply to SU(n+1)q
and G by replacing _ by {.
Proposition 1. For each subset J of Jn , there is a groupoid isomorphism
on G |XJ (respectively, on G |XJ) which induces an isomorphism between
C(U(n+1)q) | XJ and C(U(n+1)
J
q) (respectively, between C(SU(n+1)q) | XJ
and C(SU(n+1)Jq)).
Proof. The key point of the proof is the observation that
\ac
b
d+\
r
0
0
s+=\
s
0
0
r+\
rs&1a
c
b
sr&1d+
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for any invertible central elements r and s. Let
B=\:#
&q&1#
:* + # M2(C*(G0))
and
Br=\r:#
&q&1#
r&1:* + ,
where G0=Z_Z |Z  . Note that
?i (u)=Ii&1BIn&i # Mn+1(C*(G0))
and
?i (u) |=Ii&1diag(r, r&1)In&i # Mn+1(C*(G0 | )),
where r # C(T ) is the Fourier transform of $(&1, ) # C*(G0 |)&C*(Z). Let
J=[ j1 , ..., jm]. For each k # Jn"J, we get one such rk # C(T )&C*(Z[k]).
Now by the above observation, we get
(_n+1?Jn)(2u) |XJ=diag( f1 t1 , ..., fn+1 tn+1)?$@( j1)(u) } } } ?$@( jm)(u),
where
?$@( j)(u)=I@( j)&1Bgj In&@( j) # Mn+1(C*(Z
Jn"J)C*(Z [ j]))
for some Laurent monomials fi and gj in rk ’s, k # Jn"J such that 6i fi=1,
for 1in+1 and j # J. It is understood that in taking tensor products on
the right hand side of the above equation, the factors belonging to
C*(Z Jn"J ) and the factors f1t1 , ..., fn+1 tn+1 # C*(Z n+1_Z Jn"J) are multi-
plied together in the ordinary way. Let fi and gj be the Fourier transforms
of $pi and $qj with pi , qj # Z
Jn"J, respectively. Let } be the isomorphism on
C*(G |XJ)&C*(Z
Jn"J_G J) induced by the groupoid isomorphism sending
(z, x, v, w) # G |XJZ
n+1_Z Jn"J_Z J_XJ
to (z, x&z } p+v } q, v, w), where p is the (n+1)_(Jn"J ) matrix ( pik), and
q is the J_(Jn"J ) matrix (qjk). Then it is not hard to check that } sends
each (_n+1?Jn)(2uij) |XJ to (_n+1?J)(2uij) # $0C*(G
J).
Finally since 6i fi=1 and hence 7i pi=0, the map ‘ b } induces an iso-
morphism on C*(G |XJ)&C*(Z
Jn"J_G J) which carries ({n+1?Jn)(2uij) |XJ
to ({n+1?J)(2uij) # $0C*(G J). K
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Remark. In the above proof, we get
}[(_n+1?Jn)(2uij) |XJ]=(_n+1?J)(2uij),
which implies that any irreducible *-representation of C(U(n+1)q) of the
form (_t ?@(J )) 2 factors through the restriction map from C(U(n+1)q)
to C(U(n+1)q) |XJ . Similar statement holds for C(SU(n+1)q). Also note
that } fixes points in the unit space XJ of G | XJ and preserves Cc(G |XJ 0).
Proposition 2. For each admissible JJn ,
C(U(n+1)Jq) & C*(G | XJ 0)=1
Jn"JC*(G J |ZJ)&C(T
n+1)K(Z J)
and similarly
C(SU(n+1)Jq) & C*(G | XJ 0)=1
Jn"J C*(G J | ZJ)&C(T
n)K(Z J).
Proof. Since C(U(n+1)Jq)=1
Jn"J C(U(n+1) @(J )q ) and C*(G |XJ 0)&
C(T Jn"J)C*(G J |ZJ), the proposition is equivalent to C*(G
J |ZJ)=
C(U(n+1) @(J )q ) and we only need to show that C*(G
J |ZJ)
C(U(n+1) @(J )q ).
In the following we prove C*(G J |ZJ)C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ) by induction on
n. It is easy to see that this statement is true for n=1. Now we assume the
statement true for n&1.
If JJn&1 , then J is also admissible in Jn&1 and, since clearly
C(U(n+1) @(J )q ) contains both C(U(n)
@(J )
q ) and (_n+1?@(J))(2un+1, n+1)=
tn+11J, we have C(U(n+1) @(J )q )$Cc(G J | ZJ) from the induction
hypothesis.
For the other cases, since J is admissible, it is of the form I _ Lm for
some nm1 and some admissible I in Jn&1 , where Lm=[n(n&1)2+1,
n(n&1)2+2, ..., n(n&1)2+n&m+1] and hence @(Lm)=(n, n&1, ..., m).
Note that for n+1k>m,
xk :=(_n+1?@(J ))(2un+1, k)=tn+11I # } } } #
n+1&k
:*1 } } } 1
k&m&1
and hence
xk xk*=11I#2 } } } #2
n+1&k
 (1&#2)1 } } } 1
k&m&1
.
On the other hand,
xm :=(_n+1?@(J ))(2un+1, m)=tn+11I# } } } #
n&m+1
.
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We remark that in the above expressions, 1I is the identity operator in
C*(GI).
Since xkxk*, n+1k>m, are essentially diagonal operators on l 2(Z J)
with weight functions Wk separating points in Z Lm with the last Lm com-
ponents not identical and xm has tn+1 in the first factor and has a weight
function vanishing at the infinity of the last Lm components, we get
C*(tn+1)1IC0(Z Lm )C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
By multiplying monomials of xk ’s and xk*’s from both sides by elements
in C*(tn+1)1ICc(Z Lm ), we even get AmC(U(n+1) @(J )q ) where
Am=C*(tn+1)1ICc(GLm0 ).
Now we observe that ?@(Lm)(uij)=0 whenever i+1<j since @(Lm) is a
strictly decreasing sequence and that (_n+1?@(Jn&1))(2ui, n+1)=0 for
i<n+1. Thus we get
(_n+1?@(J ))(2ui, k)
= :
n
j=k&1
(_n+1?@(I ))(2ui, j)?@(Lm)(ujk)
=(_n+1?@(I ))(2ui, k&1)1 } } } 1
n&k+1
 (&q&1#)1 } } } 1
k&m&1
+ :
n
j=k
(_n+1?@(I ))(2ui, j)
1 } } } 1
n&j
:# } } } #
j&k
:*1 } } } 1
k&m&1
for i<n+1. Thus for any (0, w) # GLm0 , there are f, g # Am such that
f } (_n+1?@(J ))(2ui, k) } g=(_n+1?@(I ))(2ui, k)$ (0, w) .
In fact, up to a non-zero constant factor, we may take
f=11I$ (&ek&1 , w+ek&1)
and
g=11I $(ek , w) ,
where [el : l=@( j), j # Lm] is the standard basis of ZLm. Thus we get
C(U(n) @(I )q )Cc([0]_Z
Lm
 )C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
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So by the induction hypothesis, we get
C*([t1 , ..., tn])Cc(GI0)Cc([0]_Z
Lm
 )C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q )
and hence Cc(G J | ZJ)C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ) since AmC(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
The statement about C(SU(n+1)Jq) follows easily from that of
C(U(n+1)Jq) by applying ‘. K
Remark. Since C(U(n+1)q) |XJ and C(U(n+1)
J
q) are isomorphic under
the groupoid isomorphism } which fixes points in the unit space XJ of G |XJ
and preserves Cc(G |XJ 0), we get also
C(U(n+1)q) | XJ & C*(G | XJ 0)&C(T
n+1)K(Z J)
and similarly
C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ0)&C(T
n)K(Z J).
4. COMPOSITION SEQUENCES
Let Lk be the collection of admissible JJn with size |J |=k, for
0kN. We set Xk=J # Lk XJ and Xk, 0=J # Lk XJ0 .
Theorem 3. The C*-algebra C(SU(n+1)q) has the following composi-
tion sequence,
C(SU(n+1)q)=I0$I1$ } } } $IN$IN+1=0,
such that
IkIk+1& 
J # Lk
C(T n)K(l 2(Z k)),
where Ik are ideals of C(SU(n+1)q) such that C(SU(n+1)q) | Xk &
C(SU(n+1)q)Ik+1. (Note that K(l 2(Z 0))=C.)
Proof. Note that since for any J # Lk , k<N, there is a J$ # Lk+1 such
that JJ$ and hence XJXJ$ , we have Xk+1$Xk . So the definition
Ik+1=ker(\k), 0kN, gives a composition sequence
C(SU(n+1)q)=: I0$I1$ } } } $IN$IN+1=0
satisfying C(SU(n+1)q) |Xk &C(SU(n+1)q)Ik+1 , where \k : C(SU(n+1)q)
C(SU(n+1)q) |Xk is the restriction map.
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We claim that Ik Ik+1&J # Lk C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ 0), and
hence by the remark after proposition 2, the theorem is proved.
For J # Lk , let
Xk&1X cJ :=. [XJ$ : J$ # Lk&1 _ Lk"[J]]Xk
and let \J : C(SU(n+1)q)  C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ and
\cJ : C(SU(n+1)q)  C(SU(n+1)q) | X cJ .
be the restriction maps. Then
ker(\cJ)=, [ker(\J$) : J$ # Lk&1 _ Lk"[J]]
=, [ker({n+1?@(J$)) : J$ # Lk&1 _ Lk"[J]],
and for any t # T n, {t?@(J ) does not factor through \cJ because otherwise
ker(\cJ)  ker({t ?@(J )) and hence {t  ?@(J ) is in the closure of
[{t$ ?@(J$) : t$ # T n, J$ # Lk&1 _ Lk"[J]] in the spectrum of C(SU(n+1)q)
which is not possible since s@(J ) is not dominated by s@(J$) in the Bruhat
ordering [So1].
Consider the surjection \J and the fact that C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ &
C*(G |XJ 0) is isomorphic to C(T
n)K(Z J) under the representation of
C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ implemented by {n+1?@(J ) . We claim that
C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ 0)\J (ker(\
c
J)).
If not, then \J (ker(\cJ)) & C*(G |XJ 0) is a proper ideal of C(T
n)K(Z J) and
hence is contained in C0(T n "[t])K(Z J) for some t # T
n. Thus {t ?@(J )
induces a representation ? of C*[\&1J (C*(G |XJ 0)) _ ker(\
c
J)]ker(\
c
J), an
ideal of C(SU(n+1)q)ker(\cJ). Since ({t ?@(J ))[\
&1
J (C*(G |XJ 0))]=K,
? has a unique irreducible extension ?$ to C(SU(n+1)q)ker(\cJ) and ?$ b \
c
J
coincides with {t?@(J) on \&1J (C*(G |XJ 0)) and hence on C(SU(n+1)q).
So we get {t?@(J ) factor through \cJ , which is not possible.
Thus for all bJ # C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ0), there is aJ # C(SU(n+1)q)
such that aJ |X Jc=0 and aJ |XJ=bJ . So for all b # J # Lk (C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ &
C*(G |XJ 0), there is a # C(SU(n+1)q) such that a | Xk&1=0 and a | Xk=b, i.e.
a # Ik and \k(a)=b. This proves IkIk+1$J # Lk (C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ &
C*(G |XJ 0)).
On the other hand, we claim that if a # Ik , i.e., a | Xk&1=0, then a | Xk=0,
where Xk=Xk"Xk, 0 . If not, then a | XJ ${0 for some nonadmissible J$ with
XJ$Xk , and hence any irreducible *-representation of C(SU(n+1)q) | XJ $
not vanishing at a |XJ$ gives an irreducible *-representation , of
C(SU(n+1)q) which is different from any {t ?@(J ) with J admissible.
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A contradiction. In fact, if J # L0 _ } } } _ Lk&1 then ({t ?@(J ))(a)=0,
but ,(a){0. If J # Lk _ } } } _ LN then , eliminates \&1|J | [I # L |J |
(C(SU(n+1)q) | XI & C*(G |XI 0)] but {t?@(J ) does not because of proposi-
tion 2 and the fact that J is an admissible set I of size |J |. Thus we get
IkIk+1J # Lk (C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ 0)).
From above, we get IkIk+1&J # Lk (C(SU(n+1)q) |XJ & C*(G |XJ 0)).
K
The above composition sequence corresponds to the decomposition of
the Poisson SU(n+1) into T n-families of symplectic leaves [So1], each of
which is symplectically isomorphic to a complex vector space. This is in a
broad sense another example of singular foliation C*-algebras [Co, Sh3].
Now we set C(SU(n)q, m)=C(SU(n+1) @(J)q ) where J=Jn&1 _ Lm for
n+1m1 with Ln+1 :=<. Note that C(SU(n)q, 1)=C(SU(n+1)q) and
it is not hard to see that
C(SU(n)q, n+1)&C(U(n)q)&C(T )C(SU(n)q).
We remark that C(U(n)q) actually coincides with the C*-algebra of quan-
tum U(n)q studied in [K] and there U(n)q is embedded into SU(n+1)q by
the quotient map from C(SU(n+1)q) to C(U(n)q) fixing uij , eliminating
un+1, k and uk, n+1, for 1i, j, kn, and sending un+1, n+1 to the quantum
determinant detq((uij)ni, j=1) [R-T-F]. One can check that this quotient
map is realized by the map {n+1?@(Jn&1) . The result of [So1] can be
carried over to classify irreducible *-representations of C(U(n+1)q) [K]
by _t ?@(J ) , t # T n+1 and J admissible.
Theorem 4. There is a short exact sequence
0  C(SU(n)q, n+1)K(l 2(Z Lm ))  C(SU(n)q, m)  C(SU(n)q, m+1)  0,
where C(SU(n)q, m) is suitably embedded in C(SU(n)q, n+1)B(l 2(Z Lm )),
and there is an element 1T # C(SU(n)q, m) such that T is a Fredholm
operator with index 1.
Proof. Let J=Jn&1 _ Lm and J$=Jn&1 _ Lm+1 .
By the argument used in the proof of Proposition 2 (taking I=Jn&1), we
get
C(U(n+1) @(Jn&1)q )Cc(Z
Lm
0 )C(U(n+1)
@(J)
q )
and hence
C(U(n+1) @(Jn&1)q )K(l
2(Z Lm ))C(U(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
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Now applying ‘, we get
C(SU(n+1)q, n+1)K(l 2(Z Lm ))C(SU(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
On the other hand, if ({n+1?@(J$))(2a)=0 for some a # C(SU(n+1)q)
(i.e., a |XJ$=0), then we get ({n+1?@(J"))(2a)=0 (i.e., a |XJ"=0) for all
J"=Jn&1 _ L/J with LLm but L{Lm since all such *-representations
{t ?@(J") factor through {n+1 ?@(J$) . Thus we get
({n+1?@(J ))(2a) # C*(G J |Z Jn&1_ZLm)
=C*(Zn)C*(G Jn&1)K(l 2(Z Lm ))
and hence ({n+1?@(J ))(2a) # C(SU(n+1)q, n+1)K(l 2(Z Lm )) since
({n+1?@(J))(2a) # C(SU(n+1)q, n+1)B(l 2(Z Lm )). From this, we get
ker(\)&C(SU(n+1)q, n+1)K(l 2(Z Lm )), where \ is the restriction
map sending ({n+1?@(J ))(2a) # C(SU(n+1) @(J )q ) to ({n+1?@(J$))(2a) #
C(SU(n+1) @(J$)q ).
To prove the existence of 1T, we note that the argument used in the
proof of Proposition 2 shows that the weight functions of the diagonal
operators
1& :
n+1
i=k
xixi*=11 } } } 1
n(n&1)2
#2  } } } #2
n+2&k
1 } } } 1
k&m&1
with n+1k>m+1, separate points in Z Lm+1 with the last Lm+1 com-
ponents not identical, where xk :=(_n+1?@(J ))(2un+1, k), and so
11 } } } 1
n(n&1)2
C0(Z Lm+1 )1C(SU(n+1)
@(J )
q ).
Let $=11 } } } 1
n(n&1)2
$0 } } } $0
n&m
1 # C(SU(n+1) @(J )q ). From
xm+1=tn+11 } } } 1
n(n&1)2
# } } } #
n&m
:*,
it is not hard to check that the element xm+1$+1&$ # C(SU(n+1) @(J )q ) is
equal to an operator 1T # C(SU(n)q, n+1)B(l 2(Z Lm )) with T a
Fredholm operator of index 1 under the groupoid automorphism
of G J sending (z, v$, v, w$, w) # Z n_ZJ$_Z_Z J$_Z to (z&v(1, ..., 1),
v$, v, w$, w). Note that this automorphism preserves C(SU(n)q, n+1)
K(l 2(Z Lm )) and embeds C(SU(n + 1)
@(J )
q ) into C(SU(n)q, n+1) 
B(l 2(Z Lm )). K
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Note that similar short exact sequences hold for C(U(n+1)q) as well.
The short exact sequences in the above theorem can be interpreted as the
quantum version of the classical fibration of SU(n+1) with base space
S 2n+1 and fibres SU(n) coming from the SU(n) action on SU(n+1). From
it, we get the following composition sequence for C(SU(n+1)q) in which
each subquotient corresponds to the fibration over a T-family of symplectic
leaves in S 2n+1.
Corollary 5. The C*-algebra C(SU(n+1)q) has the following com-
position sequence,
C(SU(n+1)q)=I0$I1$ } } } $In$In+1=0,
such that
IkIk+1&C(T )C(SU(n)q)K(l 2(Z k))
for k>0 and I0 I1&C(T )C(SU(n)q).
Any of the above composition sequences for C(SU(n+1)q) clearly leads
to the same kind of refinement.
Corollary 6. The C*-algebra C(SU(n+1)q) has the following com-
position sequence,
C(SU(n+1)q)=I0$I1$ } } } $I(n+1)! :=0,
such that
IkIk+1&C(T n)K
for k>0 and I0 I1&C(T n).
Each of the above subquotients corresponds to a T n-family of symplectic
leaves of the Poisson SU(n+1).
5. QUANTUM SPHERES S 2n+1q
We first follow Nagy’s idea about homogeneous quantum spaces [N]
to study the C*-algebra C(S 2n+1q ) of quantum odd-dimensional spheres
S 2n+1q . According to Nagy’s definition, the quantum S
2n+1
q =SU(n)q"
SU(n+1)q is defined by
C(S 2n+1q )=[ f # C(SU(n+1)q) : (8 id )(2f )=1 f ],
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where 8: C(SU(n+1)q)  C(SU(n)q) is the quotient map defined by
8(uij)=uij , 8(un+1, k)=8(uk, n+1)=0, and 8(un+1, n+1)=1, for 1i, j,
kn. By Nagy’s result, we have
C(SU(n+1)q)$C(S 2n+1q )=EM(C(SU(n+1)q)),
where EM=(hn1)(81) 2 is a conditional expectation with hn the
Haar functional [Wo2] on C(SU(n)q)) such that hn(1)=1.
From the easy fact that
(hn1)(81)(2(un+1, m))=(hn1)(1un+1, m)=un+1, m ,
we find that C(S 2n+1q ) contains all un+1, m and hence all monomials in
un+1, m ’s and u*n+1, m ’s. As the argument in [N] based on the fact that the
representation theories of a classical compact Lie group and its quantum
group are ‘‘equivalent’’ shows, in order to prove that C(S 2n+1q ) is generated
by un+1, m ’s, we only need to check that the monomials
pi, j, k=(u*n+1, n) in } } } (u*n+1, 1) i1 y j11 } } } y
jn
n y
jn+1
n+1(un+1, 1)
k1 } } } (un+1, n)kn
are linearly independent, where ym=un+1, mu*n+1, m and im , jm , km0 for
1mn, y jn+1n+1 =(un+1, n+1)
jn+1 if jn+10, and y jn+1n+1=(u*n+1, n+1)
&jn+1 if
jn+10, since it is well known that in the commutative case, i.e., in
C(S 2n+1), these monomials form a basis. In fact, by considering the
weight function and the degree of the tn+1 factor of ({n+1?Jn)( p
i, j, k)=
({n+1?L1)( p
i, j, k) in an expansion using
({n+1?Jn)(2un+1, m)=tn+11
Jn&1 # } } } #
n+1&m
:*1 } } } 1
m&1
with tn+1=(t1 t2 } } } tn)&1, it is easy to show that pi, j, k are linearly inde-
pendent and {n+1 ?L1 gives an embedding of C*([un+1, m |
1mn+1]) into C*(tn+1)1Jn&1 C*(GL1)&C*(Z_GL1). We define
F n+1 :=Z_GL1=Z_(Zn_Z n |Z n).
Proposition 7. C(S 2n+1q )=C*([un+1, m | 1mn+1]) and ({n+1?n
?n&1 } } } ?1) 2n gives an embedding of C(S 2n+1q ) in C*(F
n+1).
Note that the first equality in the above proposition was used by
Vaksman and Soibelman to define quantum S 2n+1q and the injectivity of
({n+1?@(L1)) 2 was known to them [V-So2].
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Corollary 8. There is a short exact sequence
0  C(T )K(l 2(Z k))  C(S
2k+1
q )  C(S
2k&1
q )  0
for k1 with C(S 1q )&C(T ) such that C(S
2k+1
q ) contains an element
1T # C(T )B(l 2(Z k)) where T is a Fredholm operator with index 1.
Proof. We only need to point out that the C*-algebra generated by
({n+1?@(Lm))(2un+1, k), n+1k1, is isomorphic to C(S
2(n&m+1)+1
q ).
Then the argument used in the proof of Theorem 4 can be easily modified
(by dropping Jn&1 from J ) to give us
0  C(T )K(l 2(Z Lm ))  C(S
2(n&m)+3
q )  C(S
2(n&m)+1
q )  0
for nm1. K
Corollary 9. The C*-algebra C(S 2n+1q ) has the following composition
sequence,
C(S 2n+1q )=I0$I1$ } } } $In$In+1 :=0,
such that
IkIk+1&C(T )K(l 2(Z k))
for nk>0 and I0 I1&C(T ).
For any groupoid F considered here, we denote by f! the vector state
of C*(F ) given by ? and !, where ? is the regular (i.e., convolution)
representation of C*(F ) on l 2(U) with U an invariant discrete dense open
subset of F and ! is a unit vector in l 2(U). Note that the set Z_GL10 is
an invariant dense open subset of F n+1 and the convolution representa-
tion of C*(F n+1) on l 2(Z_GL10 ) is faithful. Now we can describe
Vaksman and Soibelman’s formula [So-V] for the invariant functional
’n+1 , i.e., the restriction of hn+1 , on C(S 2n+1q ) in terms of vector states on
groupoid. We mention that some minor misprint in the formula given in
[V-So2] has been corrected later in [So-V].
Theorem 10 (Vaksman and Soibelman). The unique invariant func-
tional ’n+1 , i.e., the restriction of hn+1 , on C(S 2n+1q ) is the restriction of the
vector state f!n on C*(F
n+1), given by the regular representation on
l 2(Z_GL10 ), Z_G
L1
0 Z_Z
n_Z n, and
!n= :
z # Zn
‘
n
i=1
(1&q&2(n+1&i))12 (q&(n+1&i) zi) $ (0, 0, z) # l 2(Z_GL10 ).
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6. HAAR FUNCTIONAL ON C(SU(n+1)q)
In this section, we show that the Haar functional hn+1 on C(SU(n+1)q)
is the restriction of a vector state on the environment groupoid C*-algebra
C*(G). First we need the following trick, the proof of which is similar to
that of Proposition 1 and hence is omitted.
Proposition 11. There is a groupoid automorphism | on G that inter-
twines the two representations (_n+1?Jn) 2 and (?@(Jn&1)_n+1 
?@(L1)) 2
2 of C(U(n + 1)q), i.e., C*(|) b (_n+1  ?Jn) 2 = (F1)(?@(Jn&1) 
_n+1?@(L1)) 2
2, where F is the flip operator sending ab to ba.
In fact, | sends (z, x, v, w) # G Zn+1_Z Jn&1_ZL1_Z N to
((z&x } P) } R, x, v, w), where R is the (n+1)_(n+1) matrix
($i+j, n+1)ni, j=11, and P is a (n(n&1)2)_(n+1) matrix with each row
containing exactly two nonzero entries 1 and &1 and with the last column
vanishing.
Note that ((z&x } P) } R)n+1=zn+1. Furthermore, by dropping the
components corresponding to ZL1, the above result can be rephrased for
C(U(n)q) as the following.
Corollary 12. The groupoid automorphism | sending (z, x, w) #
Zn_ZJn&1_Z Jn&1 |Z Jn&1 to ((z&x } P) } R, x, w), where R is the n_n matrix
($i+j, n+1)ni, j=1 , and P is an (n(n&1)2)_n matrix with each row containing
exactly two nonzero entries 1 and &1, intertwines the two representations
(_n?@(Jn&1)) 2 and F(?@(Jn&1)_n) 2 of C(U(n)q).
Theorem 13. The unique Haar functional hn+1 on C(SU(n+1)q) is the
restriction of the vector state f!(n) of C*(G) given by the regular representa-
tion on l 2(G |ZN), G |ZNZ
n_ZN_Z N , and
!(n)= :
w # ZN
\ ‘
n
j=1
(1&q&2(n+1&j)) j2+
_\‘
N
i=1
q&(n+1&[i]) wi+ } $(0, 0, w) # l 2(G | ZN),
i.e., hn+1=f!(n) b ({n+1?Jn) 2, where [i]1 is defined by i=
(k(k+1)2)+[i] and [i]k+1 for some 0kn&1.
Proof. We prove it by induction on n. When n=1, the theorem is a known
result about C(SU(2)q) obtained in [Wo2] and [V-So1] independently.
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Now we assume the theorem true for n&1. Before we move on, we note
that, for (z, x, v, w) # G , f!(n)($‘(z, x, v, w)){0 if and only if z1=z2= } } } =
zn+1 and x=v=0, and that the combined condition, z1=z2= } } } =zn+1
and x=v=0, is not changed under the automorphism | of Proposition 11.
On the other hand, when z1=z2= } } } =zn+1 and x=v=0, we clearly
have ‘(|(z, x, v, w))=‘(z, x, v, w)=(0, 0, 0, w). Thus we have
f!(n) b ({n+1?Jn) 2=f!(n) b (F1)(?@(Jn&1){n+1?@(L1)) 2
2.
So it suffices to show that hn+1=f!(n) b (F1)(?@(Jn&1){n+1 ?@(L1)) 2
2.
Similarly, by Corollary 12, we may assume hn=f!(n&1) b F (?@(Jn&1) {n) 2
instead.
For the convenience of presentation, we consider only monomials
written in the form
p=ui1 , j1 } } } uim , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl
with ik<n+1, but point out that the following discussion works equally
well for monomials with factors uij listed in different orders.
First we have
(hn81)(2p)=: hn(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km) } uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl
summing over k’sn. Since (hn81)(2p) # C(SU(n)q"SU(n+1)q)=
C(S 2n+1q ) and ’n+1=f!n b ({n+1?@(L1)) 2, we get
hn+1( p)=’n+1((hn81)(2p))
=f!n _: hn(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km) } ({n+1?@(L1))
2(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)&
=f!n _: hn(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km) } tk1 } } } tkm tln+1
?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)&
summing over k’sn, with
hn(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)=f!(n&1)[F((?@(Jn&1){n)(2ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km))]
=f!(n&1)[tk1 } } } tkm ?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)].
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Let tk1 } } } tkm=t
l1
1 } } } t
ln
n . Then for C(SU(n)q) , t
l1
1 } } } t
ln
n =1 if and only
if l1=l2= } } } =ln=l $ for some l $. So unless l1=l2= } } } =ln ,
hn(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)=0, and hence hn+1( p)=
f!n _: f!(n&1)(1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km))
} tl&l $n+1 ?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)&
=: f!(n&1)(1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km))
} f!n[t
l&l $
n+1 ?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)]
summing over k’sn with l1=l2= } } } =ln=l $ for some l $. Now since
f!n eliminates those terms with l{l $, we get
hn+1( p)=: f!(n&1)(1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km))
} f!n[1?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)]
summing over k’sn with l1=l2= } } } =ln=l.
On the other hand, we have
(F1)(?@(Jn&1){n+1?@(L1))(2
2p)
=: tk1 } } } tkm t
l
n+1 ?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)
?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)
=: tl11 } } } t
ln
n t
l
n+1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)
?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)
summing over k’sn, and for C(SU(n+1)q), tl11 } } } t
ln
n t
l
n+1=1 if and
only if l1=l2= } } } =ln=l. Since f!(n) eliminates those terms with
tl11 } } } t
ln
n t
l
n+1{1, we get
f!(n)[(F1)(?@(Jn&1) {n+1?@(L1))(2
2p)]
=: f!(n)[1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)
?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)]
summing over k’sn with l1=l2= } } } =ln=l.
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Now by the definition of !(n&1), !(n), and !n , it is easy to verify that
f!(n)[1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km)?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)]
=f!(n&1)(1?@(Jn&1)(ui1 , k1 } } } uim , km))
} f!n[1?@(L1)(uk1 , j1 } } } ukm , jm un+1, d1 } } } un+1, dl)]
for any k’sn, and hence we get
hn+1( p)=f!(n)[(F1)(?@(Jn&1){n+1?@(L1))(2
2p)]
for any monomial p of uij ’s. Noting that polynomials in uij ’s are dense in
C(SU(n+1)q) since u*ij can be written in terms of ukl ’s [R-T-F, So1], we
get
hn+1=f!(n) b (F1)(?@(Jn&1) {n+1?@(L1)) 2
2. K
The above explicit description of the Haar functional hn+1 as the restric-
tion of a vector state f!(n) of a groupoid C*-algebra enables us to prove the
faithfulness of hn+1 in a way different from that of Nagy [N]. In fact, we
can prove it in the two ways sketched below.
One quick way is to recall Woronowicz’s result [Wo2] saying that
hn+1(x*x)=0 (i.e. x(!(n))=0) implies hn+1(xx*)=0 (i.e. x*(!(n))=0), for
all x # C(SU(n+1)q). So if hn+1(x*x)=0 then ( yx)(!(n))=y(x(!(n)))=0
and hence x*( y*(!(n)))=( yx)* (!(n))=0, for all y # C(SU(n+1)q). Thus
x*=0 and hence x=0 since Cc(G |ZN)C(SU(n+1)q) and !
(n) is a cyclic
vector for the regular representation of Cc(G |ZN) on l
2(G |ZN).
Another way is to prove the faithfulness of f!(n) (and hence hn+1) directly.
Recall that given an orthonormal basis [en]n for a Hilbert space H and
a unit vector !=7ncnen with cn>0, the state nc2n ,en dominates all ,x ,
where ,x(a)=(ax, x) for all a # B(H) and x # H. By , dominating , we
mean ,(a)=0 implies (a)=0 for all a # B(H)+. If A is embedded into
B(H), then nc2n,en is a faithful state of A by considering the weak*-
topology on states [Di].
Now the state f!(n) can be realized as f!(n)(a)=T n nc
2
n,en(a(t))dt for
a # C(T n)C*(GJn)&C*(G) where ,en is the state associated with the
faithful irreducible regular representation of C*(GJn) on the orbit
ZN_[0]Z
N_Z N , with en an enumeration of the orthonormal basis
$(z, 0) , z # Z N , for l
2(Z N_[0]) and
cn=\‘
n
j=1
(1&q&2(n+1&j)) j2+\‘
N
i=1
q&(n+1&[i]) zi+
for en=$(z, 0) . By the above discussion, n c2n,en is a faithful state of
C*(GJn) and hence clearly f!(n)=Tn (nc
2
n,en) dt is also faithful on C*(G).
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7. K-GROUPS
The K-groups [Bl] of C(S 2n+1q ) have been calculated by Soibelman and
Vaksman [V-So2]. Here we use the short exact sequences obtained in
Corollary 8 to give another calculation. We prove by induction on n the
claim that for both i=0 and 1,
Ki (C(S 2n+1q ))&Z.
Note that when n=0, we have C(S 1q )=C(T ) and so the proposition is well
known. By induction hypothesis and Corollary 8, we have the exact
diagram
K0(C(T )K)&Z ww
f K0(C(S 2n+1q )) ww
g K0(C(S 2n&1q )) &Z
’
$
K1(C(S 2n&1q )) &Z ww
h K1(C(S 2n+1q ))ww K1(C(T )K)&Z.
But f=0 since the generator 1p, p a rank one projection in K, of
K0(C(T )K) is stably equivalent to 0 because C(S 2n+1q ) contains an
element 1T, where T is a Fredholm operator with index 1. On the other
hand, since C(S 2n&1q ) and C(S
2n+1
q ) are unital, the map g is onto. Thus
$=0. From f=0 and $=0, we get
K0(C(S 2n+1q ))&K0(C(S
2n&1
q ))&Z.
On the other hand, since f=0, we get ’ an isomorphism and hence h=0.
Thus
K1(C(S 2n+1q ))&K1(C(T )K)&Z.
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